
The Trades of March 2020: A Shield against Uncertainty By Alex Gurevich English I think it's
probably a very good book but unfortunately it heavily depends on screenshot of Slack chats which
are not readable in the Kindle edition English A rare glimpse into the world of a macro hedge fund
during one of the most turbulent times in financial markets. English Outstanding book and if you are
interested in macro trading this is a MUST READ! English None of the embedded charts/transcripts
are readable on any of the 3 devices I use: Kindle Cloud Reader (PC) Android app or Kindle, The
book seems an euphemism to maskarete traders that are not world class and are just trying to sell a
disguised product, GME / AMC / EXPR run up cause and consequence reasoning was terrible,
Several other variables were involved in it which the author didnt account: English One of the things
I was interested in based on the description was seeing the actual Slack chats of internal
conversations: But these are screenshots and they are literally undecipherable on the Kindle version,
I get that the digital version might not be the same experience as the physical book: But this is like
buying the physical book and having pages missing throughout, I'll probably finish reading it and
then decide whether it's worth it to buy the physical version also: If you enjoy reading books about
financial markets you need to buy this book right now. English I found this book a rare insight into
the macro trading world: The author has provided lots of information but I found the book really
mechanical and lacking in personality, English Update: I was able to update to the high res version
of the Kindle ebook so I can see the charts and slack chat now. / Alex is a storyteller.

You absolutely have to read the paperback in order to decipher the graphs and the super interesting
Slack chat between Alex and his team. I found this an extremely useful and unique read; a must have
macro trading reference book which reads like a short story: Alex’s background in mathematics and
the literary arts is possibly what makes him a unique trader. The book is beautifully written and full
of charts and slack chats that show how professional traders make investment decisions in real time,
47 shipping The Trades of March 2020: A Shield against Uncertainty Alex Gurevich is the founder
and Chief Investment Officer of HonTe. After earning a PhD in mathematics from the University of
Chicago he leveraged his passion for strategic gaming into a lucrative Wall Street career: Honte
prospect considering Calmar Ratio and this is an excellent read even for someone who doesn't know
the ins and outs of investing, There's some humor in the writing balancing the seriousness of the
details and the heaviness of the times. It's an accomplishment that reflects the author's skill on a
number of levels: If the first book was about a sword and the second about a shield I can't help but
wonder what the third book will be, English I read the Kindle version first whilst waiting for the
paperback because I am impatient. However manage and exit trades in the context of a portfolio in a
challenging market environment[1]

Sharp Ratio is not good. Just warning others who are considering this version. English This book is
incredible. Would still recommend to trading die hards. You won’t be disappointed. Great insights on
how to enter.

$11. (Or even the very far outs). Must read. English

.


